THE COMPONENTS
The components are the small things that set our doors apart from the
competition. A lot of small things add up to a big difference.
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460ESM, 160ESM, 612/613ESM

Door Construction
A
Our stains and glazed
finishes are hand-applied by
professionals, then oven-cured for
maximum beauty and durability.
State-of-the-art electrostatic
paint application ensures a
beautiful even coat.

B
You can have your Entry System
painted or stained in any custom
color. (Additional lead-time required.
Custom stains only available on
Signet Fiberglass doors.)

C

We offer hardware from
Trilennium®, Hoppe®, Emtek®,
Brinks® and Schlage® that
provide some of the most stylish,
durable hardware available today.

Our polyurethane core
reduces energy loss.

FRAME OPTIONS
Real World Frame Issues

FrameSaver®

Shrinking and swelling occur
from changes in relative humidity
in the atmosphere. Water wicks
up through wood fibers resulting
in paint peeling, rot and mold.
Traditional door frames begin
to rot within 3-6 months of field
installation.

FrameSaver® Advantages

Our finger-jointed composite
bottom never absorbs water, warps,
cracks or rots, and paints and finishes
just like wood. Plus, FrameSaver
is backed by the industry's only
fully-transferable lifetime limited
warranty for ultimate peace of mind.

Steel L-Frame
Available on select Signet and
Legacy door styles

Aluminum door stop provides
greater security and is more
durable than wood.

D
New FrameSaver™ wood frame and
brickmold with finger-jointed composite
bottom prevents water absorption and
carries a Lifetime Limited Warranty when
used with PVC vinyl coated aluminum
frame cladding outside. Also available
with smooth cladding. See pg. 119.

Energy efficient weatherstripping.
18-gauge steel L-frame with a
12-gauge hinge plate welded on
for extra strength and security.
(NOT tested for Certified Wind
Load or Impact Shield regions)
Not all Steel L-Frames are ENERGY STAR® certified. Visit ProVia®'s website
for manufacturer's certification statement.

Our PermaTech™ Composite door frame
system option combines all the strength
and convenience of wood with enhanced
properties that make it moisture and insect
resistant. PermaTech will not absorb or wick
moisture and will never rot or splinter, and is
covered by a Lifetime Limited Warranty.*

* No storm door applied. See full warranty for limitations
† See price list for available styles.
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THE COMPONENTS
(CONTINUED)
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Door Construction
A

B

Your home is unique and deserves to
have custom glass options like our
ComforTech™ Warm Edge Glazing
Systems which include decorative
glass, Inspirations™ art glass, internal
blinds and internal and external grids
in many grid patterns and colors.

C

Our 2½" casing conveniently covers
paint lines providing a professional
installation. Also available in 3½".
Choose from Cherry, Mahogany,
Oak and Poplar. New Flat Fir and
Poplar trim are available in paint,
stain and glazed finishes.

Three heavy-duty ball bearing
hinges come standard with every
entry system.
Additional 4th hinge option for
greater durability. (only available with
Full Wood Frame)

2

The energy efficient weatherstripping
runs along the top and sides of
the door and interlocks with the
CornerShield™ for the most efficient
seal you’ll find for keeping moisture,
wind and dirt out of your home.

Impact Shield doors have
heavy-duty stainless steel hinges.

Impact Shield doors feature
laminated glass.

1
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F

High-performance, heat-resistant window trim is warranted not to warp,
crack or pull away from the door, even in sunny or higher temperature
applications. Plugless window trim (Patent Pending) is standard on Embarq®
and Signet® (N/A on Fir Series) and optional for Heritage™† and Legacy™†.

Our exclusive Sahara™ heavy-duty extruded threshold has a wide
thermal barrier wood-look riser that will not warp or rot while providing
excellent energy efficiency. On entry systems with sidelites, our continuous
threshold improves structural integrity and helps prevent rotting. Available
in Mill finish, Anodized Nickel or Anodized Bronze finishes.

1. Smooth (standard on select Signet Smooth doors and sidelites, optional on select
Heritage Smooth and Legacy Smooth doors and sidelites) 2. Embarq and Signet Cherry and
Mahogany 3. Embarq and Signet Oak and Knotty Alder 4. Signet Fir 5. Heritage and Legacy
6. Modern Flat Trim (only available on models 112, 114, 115, 116 and 160 sidelites)

Thresholds for Impact Shield rated Heritage Fiberglass and Hinged Patio
Doors have an oak-like riser and do not have composite base material

Impact Shield doors have aluminum window trim.

G
We include our 20-gauge security
plate for extra strength and to help
prevent kick-ins.

H
F
We include a solid brass fully
adjustable strike plate of our own
exclusive design. This unique 2-piece
construction makes our doors easier
to custom fit.

H
The dust box in the deadbolt strike
provides a barrier to air infiltration
while providing a nice appearance
that most other door manufacturers
don’t provide.

I
Bulb and blade sweep virtually
eliminates drafts, keeping your home
comfortable.
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EMBARQ
FIBERGLASS
®

ProVia® Earns Crystal Achievement
Award for Most Innovative Door
from Window & Door Magazine

EMBARQ SERIES

MAHOGANY

Crystal Achievement Awards recognize
significant innovations and achievements
in window and door technology,
manufacturing and marketing.

CHERRY

"Every aspect of the ProVia [Embarq]
fiberglass door makes it a winner."
- Crystal Achievement Award Judge

KNOTTY ALDER

OAK

A NEW WAY OF THINKING
10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 94-95 for paint and stain finishes

We set out on a journey to develop a new door and
it expanded into a complete philosophy of creating
unrivaled efficiency in home building products. We call
this new way of thinking “EnVision," and are proud to
introduce its first creation: Embarq – the doorway to
innovation and efficiency.

EMBARQ FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES

002C-449
z

002CP-449
z

002-440
z

002P-440


003
z

002C-437


ALL Embarq Fiberglass
Entry Systems are
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

See pages 34-93 for glass availability.

002CP-437


006
z

008P
z

419
z

430-1P


430-1PP


430-2P
z

Signet®
Signet®
Signet®
Signet®

Cherry Series
Mahogany Series
Oak Series
Knotty Alder Series

449-1P
z

SIDELITES
z




449-1PP
z
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*

243
z

150
z

440-1P
z

440-1PP
z

440-2P
z

460
z

Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See warranty for details.

130
z

140
160
z z


460
z

Embarq Construction

Stiles and rails are dovetailed
and glued at each corner
creating a structurally solid,
integrated frame.

We engineered a channel in
the side rails and header of
the door to allow for a larger
energy efficient polyurethane
core. Our computer-controlled
process fills every crevice with the
foam barrier material resulting
in a level of energy efficiency
unparalleled in the industry.

We started from the inside out
to maximize energy savings and
reduce thermal loss, resulting
in the most energy efficient
door in the U.S. market. In fact,
this door offers at least 4-times
more insulating value than
a typical wood door giving
an unprecedented U-Factor of
0.09 - the lowest recorded heat
conduction measurement for
entry doors in the U.S.

The authentic wood
look is made possible by
using cutting-edge NVD
(Nickel Vapor Deposition)
technology by MasterGrain™.

Scientifically formulated
compounds provide
superior resistance to
denting, splitting, cracking
and warping.

Our exclusive Bronze Sahara™ heavyduty extruded threshold has a 23⁄8"
wide thermal barrier wood-look riser
that will not warp or rot while providing
excellent energy efficiency. Also available
in Anodized Nickel or Mill finish.

To enhance efficiency and
accommodate more insulation,
we thickened the door and
sidelites from the standard 13⁄4" to
21⁄2" which is 43% thicker than
standard exterior doors. We also
engineered a dual perimeter
seal for the entry door to create a
superior barrier against drafts and
energy leaks.

Door edge is constructed
with cherry, mahogany or oak
wood matching the selected
series.

The 4¼" finger-jointed
4-ply hardwood strike stile
provides a solid mounting
surface for Emtek® hardware
and superior structural
integrity.

The revolutionary DuraFuse™
Finishing System featuring P3
Fusion yields unprecedented
finish durability.

We custom designed a sweep
to accommodate the Embarq
door's added thickness.
This creates a new breed
of thermal barrier to keep
out unwanted elements and
uncomfortable temperatures.
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Fiberglass Doors with EnVision™ Innovation

QUAD GLASS SYSTEM
Our EnVision™ innovation and technology has created a
revolutionary new design utilizing a Quad Glass System.
This glass system is only available for Embarq fiberglass
doors and sidelites and utilizes the most energy efficient
glass package available on the market today. This high
performance glass system provides an optimal energy
efficiency rating.

A

Low-E Glass Surface

B

Krypton Filled Air Space

C

Decorative Glass Core

D

Super Spacer®

E

Tri-Seal Spacer

F

We re-engineered our ComforTech™ Warm Edge
Glazing System to accommodate for the extra
panes of glass in this highly efficient package.
C

EMBARQ GLASS PACKAGES

A

ComforTech™ QLK
(Krypton Gas Filled)

B

B

R-Value of 10

B

B
QLK 113⁄16"
Insulated Glass Unit

ComforTech™ QLA
(Argon Gas Filled)
D

F

R-Value of 9
R-Value reflects properties of the glass only.
Embarq glass package center of glass calculations.

E

D

SERIES AND FINISHES
Embarq doors available in Cherry, Mahogany, Oak and Knotty Alder Series and feature all the
same stain and paint finishes as our Signet® doors shown on pg. 95.

MAHOGANY SERIES
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CHERRY SERIES

OAK SERIES

KNOTTY ALDER SERIES

Embarq Construction

HARDWARE
Embarq doors are only available with Emtek® hardware. See pg. 106 for finish availability.

EXTERIOR STYLES

INTERIOR STYLES (Any interior handle can be
used with any exterior handle)

Egg
(Shown on
Melrose)
Melrose

Imperial

Ribbon
& Reed

Orleans

Egg
(Shown on
Marietta)

Cortina
(Shown on
Orleans)

Turino
(Shown on
Imperial and
Ribbon & Reed)

Marietta

Embarq doors are also
available with Colonial
Door Knocker, Peepsite,
Kick Plate (on page 115),
Faux Speakeasy, Hinge
Straps and Clavos (on
page 117).
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SIGNET
FIBERGLASS
®

SIGNET SERIES

MAHOGANY

CHERRY

OAK

Signet Fiberglass doors are available
in Cherry, Mahogany, Oak, Fir, Knotty
Alder and Smooth Series. Structurally,
the Signet door is far superior to
traditional fiberglass doors with robust
hardwood stiles and rails dovetailed
at each corner. All Signet Fiberglass
doors exhibit our exclusive DuraFuse™
Finishing System featuring P3 Fusion,
allowing us to offer an industry-best
10-year* finish warranty.

002C-449
z

002CP-449
z

002-440
z

002P-440


FIR

SMOOTH

10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 94-95 for paint and stain finishes

Most Signet Fiberglass
Entry Systems are
ENERGY STAR® Certified.
CUSTOMIZE BOTH SIDES
You can customize your entry by
ordering a different series, style and
finish on each side of your door.

Patented†

CUSTOM WIDTHS & HEIGHTS
Need a little more height or a little less
width? We offer customized door and
sidelite widths and heights in 1⁄8” increments.

SIGNET FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES

001
z

KNOTTY ALDER

002C-437


See pages 34-93 for glass availability.

003
z

002CP-437


003C


003M


006
z

008P
z

419
z

420


420-DS


430-1P


SIDELITES

430-1PP


430-2P
z

449-1P
z

449-1PP
z

243
z

150
z

150M


440-1PP
z

440-1P
z

440-2P
z

460
z

120


130
z

140
z


160
z


8’ SIDELITE

8’ DOORS

001
z
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z






Signet
Signet
Signet
Signet
Signet
Signet

002W
z

460*
z

002WP
z

Cherry Series
Mahogany Series
Oak Series
Knotty Alder Series
Fir Series
Smooth Series

002C-449 002CP-449 002C-437 002CP-437


z
z
 Only available in 42" x 96" size
Signet Fiberglass doors without glass are
available as an Impact Shield Product.
*

NOT tested for Certified Wind Load regions

440-1P
z

440-1PP
z

430-1P


430-1PP


437-1P


437-1PP


150-1P
z

140
z

Entry System U-Factor: As low as .16 (Tested to NFRC specifications for a 6 panel door with wood frame).
Note: All Signet doors are shipped finished.
*
†

Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See warranty for details.
Patents - USD617005, USD621062, USD621063, USD625837, USD625024

Stiles and rails are dovetailed
and glued at each corner
creating a structurally solid,
integrated frame.

Signet Construction

The inside door frame is hand-stained
or painted to match your door
providing you with a consistent visual
appearance. (Signet doors are also
available with a Steel L-frame.)

The 25⁄8" finger-jointed
3-ply hardwood hinge
stile provides superior
structural integrity.

ProVia doors are foam
filled by a computer
driven process that
ensures the optimal foam
fill for maximum efficiency
and strength.

The authentic wood
look is made possible by
using cutting-edge NVD
(Nickel Vapor Deposition)
technology by MasterGrain™.

Door edge is constructed
with cherry, mahogany, oak
or fir wood matching the
selected series.

The 4¼" finger-jointed
4-ply hardwood strike
stile provides a solid
mounting surface for
decorative hardware and
superior structural integrity.

Scientifically formulated
compounds provide
superior resistance to
denting, splitting, cracking
and warping.

High-definition panel
profile creates excellent
shadow lines and distinct
panel designs.

Plugless Window Trim
(Patent Pending) is standard
on Signet (N/A Fir Series).

Signet fiberglass entry systems
come standard with an anodized
bronze threshold with a
complementary riser.

The revolutionary DuraFuse™
Finishing System featuring P3
Fusion yields unprecedented
finish durability.

A high-performance,
composite material is
utilized on all Signet fiberglass
bottom rails, giving excellent
rot-resistance.
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HERITAGE
FIBERGLASS
™

HERITAGE SKIN OPTIONS

OAK

SMOOTH

HEMLOCK
Most Heritage Fiberglass
Entry Systems are
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

Heritage Fiberglass doors feature
enhanced woodgrain texture, improved
definition embossing and a hardwood
edge to prevent warping.

CUSTOM HEIGHTS
Need a little more or a little less height?
We offer customized door and sidelite
heights in 1⁄8" increments.

7-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 96-97 for paint and stain finishes

HERITAGE FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES

400-4P


400-6P


439-2P


230


419-3P


439-3P


140


160


460


 Oak Grain Pattern
 Hemlock Grain Pattern
 Smooth Fiberglass
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243


419-6P


420-3P


150


440-1P


420-4P


440-2P


410


206


420-6P


350


460


430-1P


001


430-2P


002


430-3P


003


112


004


114


006


8' DOORS

SIDELITES

130


419-4P


See pages 34-93 for glass availability.

001


002


115


006C


116


008P


8' SIDELITES

006


008P


All Heritage Fiberglass doors without glass
are available as an Impact Shield Product.

430-1P


430-2P


114


115


116


243


460


130


Entry System U-Factor: As low as .14
(Tested to NFRC specifications for a 6 panel door with wood frame).
* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See warranty for details.

160


Heritage Construction
Polyurethane core
reduces energy loss.

Improved definition panel
profile creates excellent
shadow lines and distinct
panel designs.

17⁄8” Finger-jointed, 2-ply
solid oak laminated stiles
for both hinge and strike
sides are proven to provide
increased rigidity and
structural integrity.

Variable-depth woodgrain
texture with hand-applied
stain imitates a wood door
appearance.

Square-edge design offers an
attractive wood door appearance.

Specially engineered
fiberglass door facings will
not dent and resist splitting,
cracking and warping.

Lock area is reinforced to
provide a solid mounting surface
for decorative hardware.

Plugless Window Trim
is optional on Heritage
Fiberglass (see Price List for
available styles)

Heritage fiberglass entry systems
come standard with an anodized
nickel threshold with a
complementary riser.

A high-performance,
composite material is
utilized on all Heritage
fiberglass bottom rails, giving
excellent rot-resistance.
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LEGACY
STEEL

™

LEGACY SKIN OPTIONS
SMOOTH WITH
HIGH-DEFINITION
EMBOSSING

SMOOTH

WOODGRAIN
TEXTURED

7-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 98-99 for paint and stain finishes

Legacy Steel features add up
to a professional-class product.
Whether you select Legacy
Woodgrain Textured Steel or
Smooth Steel, our entry systems
will provide an elegant, durable
and energy efficient addition
to any home.

You can customize your entry by
ordering a different series, style and
finish on each side of your door.

Most Legacy Steel
Entry Systems are
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

CUSTOM WIDTHS & HEIGHTS
Need a little more height or a little less
width? We offer customized door and
sidelite widths and heights in 1⁄8” increments.

Legacy Steel Doors with full-lite or half-lite decorative glass with
ComforTech™ glazing will include a pane of Low-E glass in order to
be ENERGY STAR certified. This includes the following styles; 150,
230, 239, 240, 350, 430, 437, 439 and 460. Since Low-E glass has a
slight color tint, it is recommended that sidelites and transoms are
ordered with optional Low-E pane to match the door.

LEGACY STEEL DOOR STYLES

See pages 34-93 for glass availability.

400


110


112


114


115


116


437-1P


437-1PP


437-2P


430-2P


430-1P


430-1PP


230


439


239


150


440-2P


240


350


460


420-2P


420-4P


419-4P


206


410


001


002


003C


002C-437


002CP-437


003


006


8' DOORS

SIDELITES

009


008


106



130



139



140



460*


160



 20-gauge Woodgrain Textured Steel
 20-gauge Smooth Steel
 20-gauge Smooth Steel with High-Definition Embossing
 24-gauge Smooth or Textured Steel (used with all
		 20-gauge doors)
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CUSTOMIZE BOTH SIDES

001


006


8' SIDELITES

430


Indicated Legacy Steel doors are
available as an Impact Shield Product.
*

NOT tested for Certified Wind Load regions

114


115


116


460


130


Entry System U-Factor: As low as .17 (Tested to NFRC
specifications for a 6 panel door with wood frame).
* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme
applications. See warranty for details.
† Patent - USD621062

160


Legacy Construction
Composite top endcaps
increase rigidity and
energy efficiency.

ProVia doors are foam
filled by a computer
driven process that ensures
the optimal foam fill for
maximum energy efficiency
and strength.

The edges and face skin
of our steel doors are one
continuous piece of steel
for strength and durability.

Plugless Window Trim is
optional on Legacy Steel
(see Price List for
available styles)

Special adhesives/thermal
barrier reduce heat and
cold transfer, while our
exclusive tab and slot system
of mechanical interlocks
gives the door exceptional
structural strength.

To reinforce the lock and
deadbolt area, we add a rigid
composite lock block to all of
our steel doors.

Our 20-gauge steel doors give you
49% more galvannealed steel
than a standard 24-gauge door.

Composite bottom
endcaps increase rigidity
and energy efficiency.
Legacy steel entry systems come
standard with an anodized
nickel threshold with a
complementary riser.
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